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Emblems i n  Stock 



 EMBLEMS are our business. They are usually found on antique, classic and collector 
cars, but they can also be found on boats, airplanes, motorcycles and many other places for 
decorative effect. Over the years we have remained the only source for many rare automotive 
emblems. Our restoration services are restricted to two kinds of emblems: the enamel or 
cloisonné emblem, made of copper and glass, which is commonly found on pre-war cars; and the 
clear top plastic insert emblem, (the modern equivalent of the enamel emblem), which is found 
on the post-war car. 
  
EMBLEMAGIC is unique for several very important reasons: 
 

 Emblems are our only business 
 Old world craftsmanship; individual attention to every emblem until its completion 
 Highest quality materials; enamels, plastics, and finish plating are the finest available 
 More than 10 years experience in this highly specialized field 

 
Because our emblem restorations are unsurpassed, we are the first choice for both the 
professional and hobbyist restorer. We also stock these two types of emblems. Our enameled 
emblems are guaranteed originals that are expertly restored. Our plastic insert emblems are 
reproductions that are produced exclusively for us in UV stable, impact, and chemical resistant 
Polyurethane. 
 
The enameled emblem restoration can start with your original, or one of ours. We take the 
emblem, strip it of its enamel and plating, clean, repair, and refurbish it with all new enamels and 
finish it off with professional plating. The emblem is then ready to be reattached to the car. 
 
The plastic insert emblem can be ordered from our comprehensive list of hard to find emblems. 
If your emblem can not be found on the list, we may be able to reproduce it, using your original 
emblem as a pattern. Our reproduction emblems come with a money back guarantee and a 1-year 
warranty. 

 
 

  What kind of emblem is it? 
 
That is always our first question. Is it metal or plastic? Is it a logo or crest, or is it a nameplate or 
script? Out of the many varieties of emblems that exist, we can help with only two. If the 
emblem appears to be made entirely from plastic, see “Plastic Inserts” for a more complete 
description. On the other hand if the emblem is metal, and has colored inlays, see “Enameled 
Emblems” for more details. If your emblem does not fit either of these two categories then we 
regret that we will not be able to help at all.  
  

Enameled Emblems 
 
This type of emblem has a metal base of copper, which is usually plated with chrome, nickel, or 
gold and is inlaid with enamel colors. They were used on almost all cars until the 1940's, and 
were found on the radiator grille, headlight bars, hubcaps, trunk racks, spares, sidemounts, and 
inside on the dash or steering wheel. Enamel emblems continue to be used on a number of 



European cars. Other examples include auto club badges, hat badges, key fobs, and many types 
of jewelry.   
 

Enamel is technically glass. Enamel emblems that are 
deteriorating may have plating that has faded or pitted, or 
the inlaid colors begin chipping out like little bits of glass or 
plastic. If the colors have faded, then this is paint and not 
enamels, even though some paints are called enamels. The 
metal will either be copper, or very rarely, German silver. 
On some emblems the metal may appear to be brass, but this 
is also not likely. 
 
Our restoration service for enameled emblems includes 
minor metal repair or straightening, attachment of studs, 
replacement of enamel and replating. Our service is 
unmatched for several important reasons. We use only the 
same lead-bearing enamels that were originally used. 
Government regulations outlawed the manufacture of lead-

bearing enamel decades ago. We have stockpiled many of these rare and often costly enamels in 
order to match the original colors. Our finish plating is of the highest quality and done 
professionally by our plating specialist. Each emblem receives our own time proven, proprietary 
techniques developed specifically for the antique automotive type emblem. 
 
Before we can give you a quote on any restoration, we must see the actual emblem. Pictures, 
copies etc. will not help. Your cost may be reduced if you have any extra emblems that can be 
used as 'trade-ins' for their core value. Call for further details. 
 

Plastic Inserts 
 

This type of emblem is made from a clear plastic, 
which appears to have its design, and colors imbedded 
inside. The underside of this emblem is an embossed or 
detailed surface in relief, which is usually coated a 
solid color. This type of emblem first appeared in the 
late 40's and continues to be used on cars today. It is 
usually mounted in some sort of metal bezel or 
opening, which is chrome or gold plated. They are 

found on the car's hood, trunk, quarter panels, hubcaps, steering wheel, and almost anywhere 
else for decorative effect. Deterioration in this type of emblem is usually due to the flaking off of 
paint on the underside of the emblem, or sometimes colors fade away. The clear plastic may also 
develop crazing or hairline cracking.  
 
If you can not locate your emblem on our price list, restoration may be possible. 
 
Restoration on a plastic insert emblem cannot remove the cracking or crazing visible inside the 
plastic material, and in fact, will sometimes aggravate the situation. Reproduction is almost 



always preferred as a restoration solution. Reproduction of a plastic insert emblem must 
always start with a good original. This means that the part should be whole, without warpage, or 
other severe defects to the plastic itself. Internal cracking or crazing, as well as minor chipping, 
or loss of color in the original part, will usually make a satisfactory pattern. We begin by first 
stripping, cleaning and polishing the original. The mold that is created from this pattern will pick 
up every detail, no matter how minute. Next, a new part is cast from a space age UV STABLE 
POLYURETHANE plastic. And finally the part is colored and plated to match the original 
emblem. All of this work is done by hand, in a slow, painstaking process, unlike the original 
mass produced emblem. The result is virtually an exact replica. The original pattern emblem 
becomes the property of EMBLEMAGIC, unless it is to be restored as part of the order.   
 

      ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 
 

Prices: Emblems listed under Restored Enamel Emblems are subject to availability. Call to 
reserve your emblem before ordering. Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices listed 
are for single emblems unless stated otherwise. Prices do not include shipping or tax (if 
applicable). We are happy to give you a no-obligation quote on your emblem restoration, but 
please call first, to verify that we can handle your type of emblem. 
 
Terms:  Cash, check, or money order, paid in full, with order on "in stock" items. Restorations 
and custom crafting orders require a minimum 50% deposit with the order. The balance must be 
paid when the item is ready to ship, or upon receipt of the invoice. 
 
Delivery & Shipping: Delivery will be stated at the time the order is placed. All original 
customer emblems are shipped U.S.P.S INSURED. All other emblems are mailed 1st class. Any 
other shipping method should be arranged at the time of placing the order.   
Shipping Cost:  $8.00 minimum per package shipped within the U.S.  
PLEASE CALL before shipping us any emblems for estimates or returns. 
 
Liability:  Limited to the dollar amount of the order, and only in the event of the emblem's loss 
while in our possession. This does not include shipping loss.  
 
Returns:  On restorations, whether enameled emblem or plastic insert, we will be very specific 
in what you can expect. In some cases,  we can not predict the outcome. Generally speaking if 
the first restoration results are unsatisfactory, another attempt will almost always result in a 
further decline. For emblems in stock there is a 100% satisfaction guarantee, or simply return the 
emblem, within 10 days (in the same condition), for a complete refund. See your work order for 
complete terms and conditions. 
 
Hours:  Our regular customer service hours are from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Eastern Standard 
Time, Monday through Friday. If you get the voice mail system when calling, please give us a 
number where you can be reached during business hours.  
 
 

Emblems
Typewritten Text



Emblemagic Co. 
P.O. Box 420, Grand River, Ohio 44045 
(440) 209-0792 9am -5pm EST.  Email: Service@Emblemagic.com 
Visit us on the Web :  http://www.emblemagic.com 
 

 

Enamel and Plastic Emblem Price Lists: 
 

We have many unrestored emblems like these not listed, call for availability! 

Year & Make Original Restored Enamel Emblems Price No.
1920's Chevy    Radiator,  1 3/8 x 4 Bowtie, Nickel finish. VGC.    $145.00 HC2  
1920's Durant    Radiator, 2 1/8 x 1 1/4 Red, white & black shield with 'Durant' diagonally. Nickel 

finish. All new enamel.    
$295.00 DR1 

1920's GMC K16    2 1/8 x 3 1/2 Navy blue oval with White "GMC". All new enamel, non-stock stud, 
chrome finish. Very good condition    

$250.00 GC1 

1920's Hudson    Radiator, 2 1/4 x 2 1/2 inverted white triangle with "Hudson" in blue. Nickel finish. 
Very Good Con.    

$250.00 HD1 

1920's Buick    2 1/4" all new Blue & white enamels, nickel finish, like new.    $275.00 BCK3 
1920's NASH SIX    2 1/4 x 1 7/8 All new blue & white enamel, VGC    $275.00 N6 
1920's NASH    2 1/4 x 1 7/8  All new black enamel.    $275.00 N7 
1920's Chevrolet    3 x 1, All new enamel , non standard stud.    $250.00 CH20 
1928 Ford    step-edge style, all new enamel, nickel finish, Excellent.    $250.00 FRD3 
1930's Ford    1 x 2 1/4 oval in non-stock blue. Nickel finish. all new enamel.    $95.00 FC2 
1930's Ford    1 1/2 x 3 Navy blue oval with 'Ford'. Chrome finish. VGC.    $250.00 FC1 
1930 Lincoln    Silver Oval, Lincoln letters in black, black outline. VGC.    $250.00 LC3 
1931 Chevy 
Radiator    

3 x 3 Bowtie in striped Oval. non-original stud, all new enamels. Chrome finish.    $275.00 HC1 

1931-3 Chrysler 
Imperial Radiator    

1 3/4 X 1 5/16 curved Oval. With Block stud. New Black enamel, Gold Finish. 
Very Rare and Very beautiful.    

$500.00 IMP1 

1933 Desoto front    3.5 X 2 Shield shape with central stud. Refired original enamel, All new Chrome. 
Excellent    

$280.00 DES4 

1940 (-41) Buick    3 1/2 x 1 3/8 red, blue & gold. chrome finish. Some all new enamel, some 
cleaned, refired original enamels. slight design variations.. call for details.    

$285.00 BBX 

1940 Buick grille    3 1/4 X 1 1/4 v-shaped rectangle. All new enamels, chrome finish. Excellent    $295.00 BC7 
1940-41 Plymouth    2 7/8 X 1 tall shield with white ship, Blue sea, Gold sky. refired and new enamels. 

New chrome finish.    
$300.00 PL2 

1941 Buick hood    8 1/4 x 1 3/4 Original red & gold preserved enamels. Chrome finish, no studs. 
Very Good condition.    

$275.00 BC1 

1941 Chrysler    Steering Wheel emblem, Red 2" Dia. with gold logo in center. All new enamel, 
Chrome finish. Excellent condition.    

$295.00 CHC1 

1946-48 Desoto    Trunk, 11 1/2" Chrome Bezel & Gold plated emblem with deep red enamel. 
Excellent.    

$350.00 DES2 

1946-48 Plymouth    Radio delete plate emblem,   N.O.S.    $250.00 PLY4 
1948 Packard    trunk, 2.5 X 2. Packard crest, refired original enamel with some new enamel. New 

chrome finish.    
$225.00 PKD1 

1949 Plymouth    1 1/8 x 1 1/2  Rear deck nameplate emblem  all new enamels and Chrome Ex.    $250.00 PLY1  
1949-55 Mercedes 
Benz    

 approx. 1 7/8", new reproductions from Germany!  Model 170, 220, 300, b, c, d, 
etc. Original emblem replacement part. These are NOT plastic, but true enamel, 
cloisonné, beautiful!    

$95.00 MB1 

1949-55 Mercedes 
Benz 

 approx. 2 3/8", new reproductions from Germany!  Model 170, 220, 300, b, c, d, 
etc. Original emblem replacement part. These are NOT plastic, but true enamel, 
cloisonné, beautiful!    

$125.00 MB2 

1957 Mercedes  Vee shaped, Restored white and ultramarine enamels, replated nickel.    $275.00 MDZ1 



Original handmade reproduction polyurethane 
Plastic Emblems 

INDIVIDUALLY HAND-CRAFTED FOR YOU

The Catalog Price list C. 2/7/2018  Emblemagic Co. 

BUICK
1949 C49BK06Hood Insert $200.00
1949 C49BK186Dyna Flow Trunk (Dyna only) $225.00
1949 C49BK187Dyna Flow Trunk (Flow only) $225.00
1950 C50BK10Hood Insert $200.00
1950 C50BK175large black steering wheel hub insert $225.00
1950 C50BK193Plain Steering Wheel Hub (no lettering) $225.00
1951 C52BK155Hood Insert $250.00
1952 C50BK193.1St. wheel hub, black 3.125" top dia. $225.00
1952 C52BK155Hood Insert $250.00
1953 C53BK129Power Steering  St. Wheel hub $225.00
1953 C53BK197Hood insert $225.00
1958 C58BK122Limited Wheel cover insert $225.00
1958 C58BK190Limited Trunk insert $200.00
1959 C59BK208Electra Deluxe Wheel Cover hubs $225.00
1961 C61BK203Electra Hood emblem insert, larger one $200.00
1961 C61BK204Electra Trunk emblem insert, smaller one $200.00
1962 C62BK77Wildcat Wheel hub insert $250.00
1963 C63BK212Skylark small grille tri-shield $175.00
1963 C63BK213Skylark tri-shield Wheel cover hubs $200.00
1964 C64BK125Electra Wheel hub inserts $200.00
1965 C65BK246Grand Sport rear emblem insert $175.00
1968 C67BK106Sr. Buick trunk insert $225.00
1968 C68BK262Sr. Buick front grille emblem. $225.00
1969 C69BK90Electra tri-shield $200.00
1970 C70BK149Front bumper tri-shield $250.00
1970 C70BK149.1Front bumper tri-shield retainer bezel $250.00

CADILLAC
1950 C50CA248Hood insert emblem $250.00
1951 C51CA268Hood Insert $250.00

CHEVROLET
1947 C47CV01Two Spoke Steering Wheel insert $200.00
1954 C54CV101Power Steering Wh. hub insert $200.00
1958 C58CV264Corvette hood and trunk: 1958-1962 $450.00
1974 C74CV225Caprice Classic Roof Sail Panel emblem $175.00

CHRYSLER
1949 C49CH161Grille insert $225.00
1949 C49CH162Steering Wheel hub insert $225.00
1954 C54CH27Trunk lift insert $225.00
1955 C56CH185.1New Yorker Grille insert, turquoise shield $225.00
1956 C56CH185New Yorker Grille insert, red shield $225.00
1957 C57CH270Hood emblem insert (3 crowns in shield) $200.00
1958 C57CH54Nyer Grille,  Black background $200.00
1959 C59CH163New Yorker Grille, or trunk ins. $200.00
1960 C60CH70New Yorker Grille Medallion $200.00
1961 C61CR109.1Deck insert (non-flytesweep) $250.00
1962 C62CH218New Yorker Grille Insert $200.00

1965 C65CH179Newport grille emblem $250.00
1976 C76CH147NYer Roof C Pillar (2) $200.00
1976 C76CH157NYer Hood Ornament inserts (2) $200.00

CHRYSLER 300
1957 C57CR51front, rear, interior insert $175.00
1959 C59CR112Wheel hub insert $225.00
1960 C59CR112Wheel hub insert $225.00
1961 C61CR109Trunk, non-flytesweep $250.00
1961 C61CR74Front Grille insert $200.00
1962 C62CR182Letter, or non-letter Grille emblem $200.00
1964 C64CR148Roof  Sail Panel insert $225.00
1965 C65CR86Front Grill chrome ring insert $225.00
1966 C66CR168Trunk, Ring insert $225.00

DESOTO
1950 C50DS167Steering Wheel hub insert $225.00
1950 C50DS188Interior Door trim panel inserts $200.00
1952 C52DS21front hood insert $250.00
1953 C53DS184Front Hood insert $250.00
1955 C55DS198Front hood  (Black & Chrome) $250.00
1956 C55DS198.1Adventurer pacesetter hood $300.00
1956 C55DS198.2Hood insert (White & Gold) $250.00
1957 C57DS116Front hood insert $225.00
1959 C59DS98standard rear quarter insert $225.00

DODGE
1953 C53DG231Steering Wheel hub insert $200.00
1955 C55DG39Front or rear insert $200.00
1956 C56DG45Front or rear insert $250.00
1957 C57DG49Front bumper insert $250.00
1961 C61DG113Lancer 770 door inserts $200.00
1961 C61DG114Lancer 770  Hood insert $200.00
1963 C63DG177Dart GT Trunk insert $250.00
1963 C63DG178Dart GT Hood insert $200.00
1964 C64DG05Dart GT Hood emblem insert $175.00
1964 C64DG169Dart Golden Ann. St. Wh. hub $225.00
1965 C65DG85Coronet 500 trunk insert $200.00
1966 C67DG210.1Polara and Monaco 500 models $200.00
1967 C67DG210Coronet 500 grille emblem $200.00
1967 C67DG210.1Roof '67 Polara 500 ht & fender '67 

Polara conv.
$200.00

1967 C67DG220Coronet 440 Center Grille Emblem $175.00
FORD

1950 C50FD11Accy. Steering wh. hub (red) $250.00
1950 C50FD11.1Crestliner steering wheel hub (silver) $250.00
1950 C50FD153Hood emblem (no bezel needed) $225.00
1950 C50MY13Monarch (Can.) hood or trunk (black) $200.00
1951 C50MY13.1Monarch (Can.) hood or trunk (white) $200.00
1953 C53FD20650th Anniv. Accy. Steering Wh. Hub $250.00



1953 C54FD135Coronado trunk option insert $225.00
1954 C53FD206.1St. wheel emblem, Silver & Gold ver. $250.00
1954 C54FD221Monarch Sun Valley Trunk $250.00
1954 C54FD222Monarch Roof sail panel insert $175.00
1954 C54FD223Monarch Front Fender round insert $200.00
1956 C54FD222.1Monarch C-pillar roof emblem $175.00
1956 C54FD223.1Monarch front fender emblems $200.00
1956 C56FD247Monarch Richelieu trunk emblem $200.00
1956 C56MY192Monarch (Canadian) Hood $225.00
1958 C58FD154Edsel small  round insert $175.00
1958 C58FD165Fairlane, Front Fender top (X2) $200.00
1958 C58FD166Fairlane, Hood insert $250.00
1959 C58FD154Edsel small  round insert $175.00
1960 C60FD110Falcon Trunk insert $200.00
1961 C60FD110Falcon Trunk insert $200.00
1962 C63FD176Falcon  Station wagon Tailgate $200.00
1963 C63FD176Falcon Station Wagon Tailgate $200.00
1964 C64FD120Galaxie XL Wheel cover hub $225.00
1966 C66FD189LTD trunk insert $225.00
1967 C67FD271Galaxie 500 XL, front left grille $250.00
1967 C67FD55Fairlane 500 front grille $200.00
1967 C67FD89Galaxie XL trunk insert $225.00
1968 C67FD199Galaxie Rear Quarter Panel emblem $175.00
1968 C67FD89Galaxie XL trunk insert $225.00
1968 C68FD214Galaxie XL Hood insert $175.00
1968 C68FD215Galaxie XL Headlight door emblem $175.00
1968 C68FD215LTD Headlight door insert $175.00

HUDSON
1946 C46HU243Commodore trunk emblem $300.00
1946 C46HU244Commodore turn signal cover $225.00
1946 C46HU245Commodore Eight glove box badge $200.00
1947 C47HU145Large steering wheel center $275.00
1947 C47HU156Super Six Dash Panel emblem $200.00
1947 C47HU252Commodore Six dash emblem $200.00
1948 C48HU118Front Grill insert $250.00
1949 C48HU118Front Grill insert $250.00
1953 C53HU202Italia front bumper insert $225.00
1953 C53HU265Jet Steering wheel hub $250.00
1955 C55HU41Sidetrim  V8 insert $200.00
1956 C55HU41Sidetrim  V8 insert $200.00

IMPERIAL
1951 C49CH162.1Steering Wheel hub insert $225.00
1955 C55MP43Crown wheel hub insert $200.00
1955 C55MP44Front Eagle insert $200.00
1956 C55MP43Crown wheel hub insert $200.00
1956 C56MP46Front or rear Eagle (55 rear) ins $200.00
1957 C55MP43Crown wheel hub insert $200.00
1957 C56MP46LeBaron Trunk Insert (non-Flytesweep) $200.00
1957 C57MP205Ghia Crown Limousine Hood eagle insert $175.00
1957 C58MP232A-Pillar base eagle insert $175.00
1958 C55MP43Crown wheel hub insert $200.00
1958 C57MP205Ghia Crown Imperial Limo Hood $175.00
1958 C58MP232A-Pillar base eagle insert $175.00

1959 C58MP232A-Pillar base eagle insert $175.00
1959 C59MP64LeBaron Front fender insert $100.00
1959 C59MP65LeBaron Rear qtr. fender insert $200.00
1960 C60MP172LeBaron Base of Roof Sail Panel $175.00
1960 C60MP67front eyebrow trim insert $175.00
1960 C60MP69Flytesweep deck insert $300.00
1961 C61MP61Wheel Cover hub Eagle insert $200.00
1963 C63MP130Flytesweep deck insert $300.00
1967 C67MP105Hood ornament inserts (2pieces) $225.00

INTERNATIONAL
1950 C52IN128Harvester, Pickup Hood $225.00
1951 C52IN128Harvester, Pick Up Grille $225.00
1952 C52IN128Harvester, Pick Up Grille $225.00

KAISER
1954 C54KR136Darrin Steering Wheel hub insert $250.00

LINCOLN
1953 C53LO191Hood insert (Cosmo. Etc.) $200.00
1954 C53LO191Hood insert (Cosmo. Etc.) $200.00
1956 C56LO123Premier Sail panel (roof) inserts $200.00
1956 C56LO127Premier Steering Wheel hub $200.00

MACK
1960 C60MK209Fire Truck Front Grille Medallion $275.00

MERCURY
1949 C49MY141Steering Wheel ins. (black) $225.00
1949 C49MY141.1Steering Wheel ins. (red) $225.00
1950 C49MY141Steering Wheel ins. (black) $225.00
1950 C49MY141.1Steering Wheel ins. (red) $225.00
1951 C49MY141Steering Wheel ins. (black) $225.00
1951 C49MY141.1Steering Wheel ins. (red) $225.00
1951 C50MY160Trunk insert  (small arch bottom) $250.00
1953 C53MY171Steering Wheel Hub $225.00
1954 C54MY150Sun Valley roof C pillar emblem $175.00
1954 C54MY151Sun Valley roof trapezoid (Left) $250.00
1954 C54MY152Sun Valley roof trapezoid (Right) $250.00
1954 C54MY173Steering wheel hub insert $200.00
1954 C54MY28Meteor (CAN.) Trunk insert $175.00
1954 C54MY29Meteor (CAN.) Hood insert $200.00
1955 C55MY216Accy. St. Wheel hub insert $200.00
1955 C55MY233Monterey Roof C Pillar emblems $200.00
1955 C55MY234Meteor Steering Wheel hub insert. $200.00
1955 C56MY237Mercury Meteor wheel hub inserts $125.00
1956 C54MY28Meteor  Rr. Qtr. & Back seat $175.00
1956 C54MY29.1Meteor Hood emblem, Gold highlights $200.00
1956 C56MY226Meteor Steering Wheel hub insert $225.00
1956 C56MY237Mercury Meteor Wheel hub insert $125.00
1956 C57MY138Wheel Hubs $200.00
1956 C57MY138Side of Front Fenders insert $200.00
1957 C57MY138Turnpike Cruiser, Wheel hub ins. $200.00
1957 C57MY139Turnpike Cruiser, Fender top orn. $175.00
1957 C57MY142Turnpike Cruiser, Side fr. fender $200.00
1957 C57MY236Meteor trunk insert $200.00
1958 C57MY138.1Wheel hubs with white background $200.00



1962 C62MY250Monterey front grille insert emblem $200.00
1962 C62MY251Monterey rear deck, trunk emblem $200.00
1963 C63MY253Meteor S33 Wheel cover insert $250.00
1966 C66MY239Park Lane rear quarter panel ins. $225.00
1969 C69MY267Cougar wheel cover hub insert $175.00
1971 C71MY146Comet  Hood insert $175.00
1971 C71MY174Comet, Gas cap ornament $225.00
1973 C73MY180Cougar Hood insert $200.00

NASH
1949 C51NA99Hood insert $250.00
1950 C51NA99Hood insert $250.00
1951 C51NA99Hood insert $250.00

OLDSMOBILE
1948 C48OL170Steering Wheel Hub insert $225.00
1953 C53OL217Holiday round roof pillar inserts $200.00
1959 C59OL60Steering Wheel hub insert $175.00

PACKARD
1951 C51PK20Mayfair trunk insert $250.00
1952 C51PK20200 Series, Trunk insert $250.00
1952 C52PK228Grille emblem plastic insert $225.00
1953 C53PK26Carribean crest shaped 2¼ X 1¾ $125.00
1953 C54PK137Trunk insert with keyhole $225.00
1954 C53PK26Carribean crest shaped 2¼ X 1¾ $125.00
1954 C54PK137Trunk insert with keyhole $225.00
1955 C53PK26Carribean front seat side emblem $125.00
1955 C55PK42Patrician roof pillar insert $175.00
1956 C53PK26Carribean front seat side emblem $125.00
1958 C58PK230Tailgate emblem on Packard Wagon $200.00

PEUGEOT
1968 C68PU134Model 404 Grille insert $250.00

PLYMOUTH
1948 C48PY256Special Deluxe, Dash over radio $250.00
1948 C48PY257Special Deluxe, St. wheel hub $250.00
1948 C48PY258Small center badge for radio $175.00
1950 C50PY14Steering wheel insert $250.00
1950 C50PY15Hood insert $250.00
1951 C51PY227Hood insert $225.00
1952 C52PY158Hood/Grille Round medallion $200.00
1953 C53PY24Hood insert $200.00
1953 C53PY24.1Hood emblem, black version $200.00
1953 C53PY25Side (round with chrome ship) $175.00
1954 C54PY124Belvedere Steering Wh. center $200.00
1954 C54PY34Grille lettering insert (2 part) $275.00
1954 C54PY35Grille/ hood insert $250.00
1960 C60PY240Valiant hood release grille emblem $200.00
1960 C60PY241Valiant steering wheel hub emblem $200.00
1961 C61PY143V200  Hood release insert $200.00
1961 C61PY144V200  front fender or trunk (red verion) $200.00
1961 C61PY144.1V200 front fender or trunk (silver version) $200.00
1962 C62PY78Belvedere front hood insert $200.00
1962 C62PY79Belvedere rear insert $200.00
1962 C62PY80Sport Fury front hood insert $200.00

1962 C62PY81Sport Fury  rear insert $200.00
1965 C65PY133Belvedere Front grille insert (red) $200.00
1965 C65PY133.1Belvedere grille (black & silver version) $200.00
1965 C65PY235Standard Fury (I,II,III) Grille emblem $225.00
1968 C68PY260Sport Fury front fender emblems $200.00

PONTIAC
1950 C50PC16Steering Wheel insert $175.00
1950 C50PC17Front grille insert $250.00
1951 C52PC22Grille insert (chrome and red version) $250.00
1952 C52PC131Glove Box insert $200.00
1952 C52PC22grille insert (gold and red version) $250.00
1953 C52PC22Grille insert (chrome and red version) $250.00
1953 C53PC126Trunk insert (spells Pontiac) $225.00
1953 C54PC194Steering Wheel hub clear dome cover $125.00
1954 C52PC22Star Chief Wire Wheel hubs $250.00
1954 C54PC194Steering wheel hub clear dome cover $125.00
1954 C54PC36Hood insert $250.00
1954 C54PC37Trunk insert,  (with keyhole) $250.00
1958 C58PC58Steering Wheel insert $275.00
1959 C59PC259Bonneville Trunk lettering insert $200.00
1959 C59PC261Bonneville hood emblem $225.00
1964 C64PC219Grand Prix, GTO Accy. Sport St. Wh. Hub $200.00
1968 C68PC159Firebird Steering Wh. Hub ins. $200.00
1970 C70PC92Firebird Hood insert $225.00
1971 C70PC164Firebird Nose bird insert $225.00
1973 C73PC224Grand Am nose emblem insert. $175.00
1976 C76PC183Grand Prix 50th Ann. Hood, Trunk $175.00

RAMBLER
1957 C55HU41V8 emblem for side trim $200.00
1958 C55HU41V8 emblem for side trim $200.00

ROVER
1959 C59RO242P4 Model 80 grille badge $200.00
1960 C59RO242P4 Model 80 grille badge $200.00
1961 C59RO242P4 Model 80 grille badge $200.00
1962 C59RO242P4 Model 80 grille badge $200.00

STUDEBAKER
1952 C52ST181Commander or Landcruiser Hood $250.00
1956 C56ST269President rear qtr inserts $250.00
1964 C63AV263Avanti "R3" fender badge $200.00

SUNBEAM
1953 C53SU211Talbot Alpine Mark I Steering Wh. Hub $200.00

VOLKSWAGON
1958 C58KG255Karmann Ghia Steering wheel hub $200.00

VOLVO
1968 C68VO111GT Steering Wheel Insert $200.00

X-NON-AUTO
1950 Z00CC12150s Era, Coca Cola Sign insert $300.00
1957 B57EV93Evinrude Outboard motor inserts $200.00
1958 B58EV266Evinrude 35 hp outboard motor face plate $300.00
1958 B58JH94Johnson Outboard Motor  50hp. $200.00
1958 B58JH95Johnson O.B.Motor Large 50 hp $250.00
1960 Z00BA140Era, Barbie doll car wheel hub $175.00



BUICK EMBLEMS 
 

   
C49BK06 C49BK186 C49BK187 

 
 

   
C50BK193 C50BK10 C50BK175 C53BK129 C58BK122 C58BK190

 

   
C53BK197 C52BK155 C59BK208 

 

   
C61BK203 C61BK204 C62BK77 C63BK212 C63BK213 C64BK125 C69BK90

 
CHEVY EMBLEMS 

 

  
 

C70BK149 C70BK149rb C47CV01 C54CV101 C74CV225 C49CH161 
 

CHRYSLER EMBLEMS 
 

   
C49CH162 C54CH27 C56CH185t C56CH185r C59CH163 C61CR109g 
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CHRYSLER 300 EMBLEMS 
 

  
 

  
C62CH218 C65CH179 C76CH147 C76CH157 C59CR112 C61CR74 C61CR109 

 

  
C62CR182 C64CR148 C65CR86 C66CR168 

 
DESOTO EMBLEMS 

 

  
C50DS167 C50DS188 C53DS184 C57DS116 
 

C55DS198b C55DS198w 
 

DODGE EMBLEMS 

 
C55DS198p C59DS98 C55DG39 C56DG45 

 

   
C57DG49 C61DG113 C61DG114 C63DG178 C64DG05 
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C63DG177 C64DG169 



 

 

C65DG85 C67DG210 C67DG220 C53DG231 
  

FORD EMBLEMS (INCLUDES CANADIAN MONARCH) 
 

 
C50FD11R C50FD11S C54FD221 

 
 

 
C50FD153 C54FD135 C53FD206 C54FD223 

 

  
C54FD222 C56MY192 C58FD154 C58FD166 

 

 
C58FD165 C60FD110 C62FD132 

 

C63FD176 C64FD120 C66FD189 
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C67FD89 C67FD199 C67FD55 

 

  
C68FD215 C68FD214 C47HU156 

 
HUDSON EMBLEMS 

 
 

C47HU145 C48HU118 C53HU202 C55HU41 C55MP43 
 

IMPERIAL EMBLEMS 

  
 

C55MP44 C56MP46 C57MP205 C59MP64 C60MP172 C61MP61 
 

  

C71MY174 C58MP232 C63MP130 
 

INTERNATIONAL,    KAISER AND  LINCOLN EMBLEMS 

  
C52IN128 C54KR136 C53LO191 C56LO127 C56LO123 

 
MACK AND MERCURY EMBLEMS (INCLUDES CANADIAN METEOR) 

  
C60MK209 C49MY141b C49MY141r C50MY117 C50MY160 
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C53MY171 C54MY28 C54MY173 C54MY151 C54MY150 C55MY216 

 

  
C55MY233 C55MY234 C56MY237 C57MY236 C66MY239 

 
 

   

C56MY226 C57MY138 C57MY139 C57MY142 C71MY174 C73MY180 
 

OLDSMOBILE AND PACKARD EMBLEMS 
 

  
 

 

C48OL170 C53OL217 C59OL60 C51PK20 C52PK228 C53PK26 C54PK137 
 

PEUGEOT AND PLYMOUTH EMBLEMS 
 

 
C55PK42 C58PK230 C68PU134 C50PY14 C51PY227 

 

   

C60PY241 C60PY240 C50PY15 C62PY80 C62PY78 C62PY81 C62PY79
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C52PY158 C53PY25 C54PY35 C54PY124 C61PY144 

 

C54PY34 
 

PONTIAC EMBLEMS 
 

 

  
C61PY143 C65PY133r C65PY133s C50PC16 C50PC17 C52PC131 

 

 
   

C53PC126 C54PC194 C54PC36 C64PC219 C68PC159 C73PC224
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STUDEBAKER, SUNBEAM AND VOLVO EMBLEMS 
 

   

C70PC164 C76PC183 C52ST181 C53SU211 C68VO111 
 

RAMBLER AND ROVER EMBLEMS 
 

C55HU41 C59RO242 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enameled emblems: 
 
The badges shown on the following page represents just a sample of the type of enameled emblems that we 
stock and restore, and were in stock at the time of this printing.  If we don’t have your emblem listed, call, as we 
may have it in our unrestored stock.  We will also allow a trade-in allowance for extra emblems such as these 
that you may have, toward the price of a restoration.  See our website for the latest additions to stock.  
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DR1 GP1 HUD1 HC1 DES4 OLD1 

 

 

BCK3 GC1 OVL1 MS7 BBX 
 

 
 

CHC1 CR1 LN4 WJ1 
 

 
 

JNS PLY4 VW1 MG1 MS2 
 

MB2               MB1 MS6 
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